
3D-Dekoration Winterlandschaft
Instructions No. 380
 Difficulty: Advanced

Decorate your house and hall with the Christmassy decorative figures and create a beautiful 3D winter landscape. For Christmas and winter, this beautiful
winter landscape is a real eye-catcher.

And this is how it is done:
The base plate of this landscape is an upside down decorative bowl "Alexa". A bevelled glued wood plate was also fixed to it.
In the first step, the glued wood panel is therefore beveled so that there is a narrow edge of 20 cm and a wide edge of 25 cm.
Then transfer the motif of the row of houses onto the glued wood panel. Glue the glued wood panel to the edge of the decorative tray (Glue effect).
As soon as the glue has dried and the board is firmly attached to the decorative tray, you can start painting:
Design the winter colour background of the landscape as well as the floor by starting Acrylic paint.to paint the light-coloured house wall in white. The paving
stones will be painted grey, the roof tiles red, the night sky dark blue, etc. Work with shades when painting the coloured areas and draw black contours with a
fine brush to finish the painting.
After it Acrylic paint dries up, plan the arrangement of your miniature decorations. Paint and fill in decorative snow. Finally, glue all miniatures on and to the
painting.

Extra tip 
The battery compartments of the LED decorations are connected to the decoration tree or fence by a cable. They can therefore be easily hidden next to or
behind the miniature world 

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
662130 VBS Plywood board "3 mm" 1
613972 VBS LED decoration fir tree 1
436427 VBS Decoration figure "Santa Claus on Tour" 1
613965 VBS Street lamp with LED lighting 1
735520-25 VBS Decorative snow250 ml 1
774055 VBS Decorative Snow Liner 1
120128 VBS Brush with soft handle, set of 5 1
550307-99 VBS Brush Kolinsky red sable "Superfine"Size 10/0 1
841634 VBS Paint spatula & pallet knife, set of 3 1
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